VERTICAL MARKETS WE SERVE

We have a dedicated value proposition by Vertical Market. We design solutions that are industry-specific and that help you gain the competitive edge in your market.

AUTOMOTIVE
WHERE BEING JUST-IN-TIME IS STANDARD

FMCG
WHERE FLEXIBILITY IS A DIFFERENTIATOR

HEALTHCARE
WHERE COMPLIANCE IS MANDATORY

HIGH-TECH
WHERE SPEED-TO-MARKET MATTERS

INDUSTRIAL
WHERE DIFFERENTIATION IS ESSENTIAL

RETAIL
WHERE CONSUMER SATISFACTION IS PARAMOUNT

CORE SERVICES

Inbound and in-house logistics
• VMI management
• Kitting, packaging
• Sequenced / Line side delivery

Outbound logistics
• Order picking, seasonality management, quality control
• Co-packing / co-manufacturing, assembly and filling of displays
• Late differentiation

After-sales and returns logistics
• Control, repacking, restocking
• Spare parts, repair, swap services
• Distribution to end-user
• Dismantling, remarketing, disposal

VALUE ADDED SERVICES

PRE-SALES & AFTER-MARKET TECHNICAL SERVICES

E-LOGISTICS

E-FULFILLMENT

ORDER-TO-CASH

CUSTOMS
OUR IT SOLUTIONS

- Web Portals
  Communication Layer
- Business Intelligence
  Performance Analysis
- Execution
  Application Layer
- Connectivity & Visibility
  Integration Layer
- Hardware Platform
  Infrastructure Layer

Web Portal Access | Web Application Direct Access
Report | BusinessObjects XI | teos | IRIS | e-space
Flow Management | Zenith | Warehousing Execution | CargoWise | Synapse | Infor | ISC 2000
Geobus Platform

GEODIS Worldwide
Centralized & Secured Data Centers

OUR IT CONNECTIONS

FEATURES
- Agility and flexibility
- Interface
- Interconnectivity
- Granularity: from the pallet to the consumer unit

- Interface
- Interconnectivity
- Granularity: from the pallet to the consumer unit

BENEFITS
- Full visibility on information and goods
- Flow optimization
- Secured data and information exchanges
- Data intelligence management
- Availability of our business applications: 24/7/365

- Operating margin increase: cost effectiveness
- Competitive advantage: Business intelligence, dashboards
- Asset optimization: multi-language + multi-tool interface

VALUES

CERTIFICATIONS OF OUR LOGISTICS SITE

GLOBAL CERTIFICATES
- ISO 9001: Quality Management
- OHSAS 18001: Safety Management
- ISO 14001: Environmental management

FIELD-SPECIFIC CERTIFICATES
- IATF 16949: Automotive Quality Management
- ISO 22000: Food Safety Management
- AEO (Authorized Economic operator): Customs formalities

And many others on customer demand (Certipharm, TAPA, ISO 50001, ISO 13485 …)

Contact your local GEODIS representative for further information